In our previous paper, it was confirmed that the unstable periodic orbit embedded in the chaotic attractor in magneto-elastic beam system can be stabilized by delayed feedback control experimentally. It seems an advantage that the control method does not require any exact model of the system. However, the application of the control raises the problem that we cannot predict the stabilized unstable periodic orbit until it converges. In this paper, an "onset window" is introduced to determine the onset timing for targeting the desired orbit embedded in the chaotic attractor experimentally. Moreover, the dependence of the stabilization on the delay and the gain parameters is also discussed based on the experimental results.
Introduction
The success of controlling chaos in a discrete time system achieved by Ott, Grebogi and York [1990] inspired many researchers to develop new methods for the control and maintenance of chaotic vibration and several methods have been reported [Chen, 1997] . By controlling chaos one aims to stabilize an unstable periodic vibration embedded in the chaotic attractor by small perturbation. The OGY method exhibits effectiveness in many experimental examinations of different systems; for example, an electronic circuit [Madan, 1993] , a laser system [Roy et al., 1992] , a pendulum system [Hübinger et al., 1994] and so on. However, when the method is applied to a continuous system, the control signal becomes temporal and impulsive. Then it is difficult to avoid the serious disturbance by the external noise during the interval of the control inputs. Moreover, the control method requires an exact model of the system around the unstable periodic points to adjust the control vector against an unstable manifold. As for the continuous system, the adaptive control method [Huberman & Lumer, 1990; Boccaletti & Arecch, 1995] , the optimal control method [Chen, 1994] and the occasional proportional feedback control method [Hunt, 1991] are also examined.
Pyragas has proposed two control methods [Pyragas, 1992 [Pyragas, , 1993 [Pyragas, , 1995 for the continuous system; these are the external force control method and the delayed feedback control method. These continuous feedback control methods are much easier to apply to experimental systems. The external force control method, however, requires knowledge of the detailed structure near the unstable periodic orbit as with the OGY control method.
On the other hand, the delayed feedback control method does not need the exact system model. Experimentally, it has been shown that the control method can stabilize the unstable periodic orbit embedded in the chaotic attractor of an electronic circuit [Pyragas, 1995] , a magneto-elastic beam [Hikihara & Kawagoshi, 1996; Kawagoshi & Hikihara, 1994; Hikihara, 1996a Hikihara, , 1996b . From a theoretical standpoint, the ability of stabilization by the control method is an interesting but difficult problem. The reason is that the delay differential equation has a class of infinite dimension. However, recently, some theoretical results for the ability of the unstable periodic orbit embedded in chaotic attractor by the control were given by Ushio [1996] , Konishi et al. [1996] , Bleich & Socolar [1996] , Nakajima [1997] and Chen [1997] . The theoretical results show the limitation of the stabilization on the unstable periodic orbit embedded in the chaotic attractor by the delayed feedback control method. In this paper the further extension of the previous experimental results in [Hikihara & Kawagoshi 1996; Kawagoshi & Hikihara, 1994 ] is given. The delayed feedback control method is applied to a magneto-elastic beam system to confirm the ability of the method, again. Especially, we are going to discuss the targeting method of a desired unstable periodic orbit by the delayed feedback with an onset window.
The delayed feedback control method has two substantial parameters, which are the feedback gain and the delay. As for the other types of control methods, to establish the controlling chaos, a tremendous number of papers deal with the criteria for the feedback gain. The adaptive adjustment of the gain is one recent result [Arecchi 1994a [Arecchi , 1994b [Arecchi , 1995 [Arecchi , 1996 . The possibility of the automatic adjustment of parameters in the delayed feedback control is also discussed by Nakajima et al. [1995 Nakajima et al. [ , 1996 . In this paper, we are going to discuss the parameter dependence of the delayed feedback control as for the synchronization from an experimental standpoint.
Magneto-Elastic Beam and
Control Method
Magneto-elastic beam
The magneto-elastic beam is the system that shows chaotic vibrations under the external excitation [Moon & Holmes, 1979] . The system configura- tion is shown in Fig. 1 . The thin ferrite elastic beam is attached to the top of the plastic frame at one end. Two magnets are placed at the bottom of the frame. In this setup, the beam has double well shaped potential. Then there are two stable equilibrium points and an unstable one between them. Under the external sinusoidal excitation, these stable equilibrium points bifurcate depending on the amplitude and the frequency of the external forcing. Through the period doubling bifurcation, the chaotic vibration appears. Figure 2 shows the phase diagram of the vibration on the amplitude-frequency parameter plane. In the figure, the superscript denotes the period of vibration and the subscript the classification of the coexisting periodic motion. We will not consider the proof of the existence of the chaotic motion in the system because several papers have already discussed it [Moon, 1993] . Figure 3 shows the Poincaré map sampled at the frequency of the external excitation. When the amplitude exceeds the boundary of the chaotic region, the ferrite beam loses the linearity of elasticity by the appearance of the large amplitude vibrations. In this experiment, therefore, the amplitude of excitation is restricted to a value smaller than the critical value. The spatial mode of the vibration is keeping to the first order vibration that does not show any node except at the top of the beam. There is a possibility of appearance of the second order vibration depending on the forcing frequency. However, we will not consider the higher order spatial mode but only the fundamental. In this case, the system is well known to be modeled by Duffing's equation [Moon, 1980] . For the detailed data of the experimental setup, refer to [Hikihara & Kawagoshi, 1996] .
Control method and system setup
The delayed feedback control is easy to realize in the experimental system. Figure 4 shows the block diagram of the control applied to a chaotic system, which implies the magneto-elastic beam system. The displacement of the beam is memorized in a personal computer. When the period-1 unstable periodic vibration is intended to stabilize, the delay time t is set at the excitation period. The feedback signal is composed by the difference between the current displacement and the memorized one with the delay. It is also multiplied by a negative feedback gain K. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 5 . The electromagnetic shaker is derived by the input current and the output of the power amplifier is a voltage that is given by the multiplication of the input signal to the amplifier. Through the driving system of the shaker the control signal induced by the displacement of the beam is transformed to the signal that depends on the displacement velocity of the beam. As a result, the feedback control loop becomes a linear velocity feedback.
Under the delayed feedback control, the system can be described by the following equations:
where x denotes the displacement of beam and y the velocity. f (x) is the restoring force of the beam, u(t) the control input. The parameter δ represents the damping coefficient, B and ω are the amplitude and the angular frequency of the excitation force respectively, and τ is the delayed time of the control loop. Here the damping coefficient δ and the restoring force f (x) are not exactly defined in the experimental system. In our previous paper [Hikihara & Kawagoshi, 1996] it was shown that the delayed feedback control did not require an exact model of the system to stabilize an unstable periodic orbit. Therefore we do not specify the model except for the order of nonlinearity. Under the delayed feedback control, the whole system becomes a difference-differential system. The original system has only two degrees of freedom. However, the controlled system has an infinite degree of freedom owing to the delay. It makes theoretical analysis of the system difficult [Hale, 1993] . As mentioned above, the theoretical analysis for the stabilization of unstable periodic orbits in the chaotic attractor has been studied by some researchers. Especially, the results by Ushio and Nakajima give the theoretical limitation of delayed feedback control to establish the stabilization of the unstable periodic orbits. These considerations are very useful for deciding the control parameters in experiments. Therefore we can focus our attention to grasping the induced phenomena experimentally.
Once the desired unstable periodic motion is stabilized, the control input u(t) becomes zero and the controlled system reverts to the original system structurally. The control method does not require the huge control input to restrict the nonlinearity of the system. In this way the delayed feedback control method shows the advantages of the controlling chaos. Pyragas [1995] proposed the extended method of the delayed feedback control. The control input is composed of the polynomials of the former delay. Unfortunately, we do not have any information about the advantages of the new method in our system.
The experimental system setup is as follows. In Fig. 5 , the external sinusoidal excitation to the magneto-elastic beam is given by an electromagnetic shaker. The displacement of the beam is measured by a reflection type laser displacement sensor. The displacement is sampled 200 times during the delay. The memorized data array is always rewritten to keep the data in a delayed term. The current data is compared with the memorized one which is obtained 200 points before. The difference between these data is obtained and re-scaled to adjust the output of the shaker to the desired velocity feedback. The scaling relation of the electromagnetic shaker is given by A = 4.6 V/f , where A (mm) denotes the displacement, V (V) the rms value of the amplitude and f (Hz) the frequency of the excitation.
Experimental Results and Discussion

Ability to stabilize an unstable periodic orbit
When the amplitude of the external force to the magneto-elastic beam system is monotonously increased, the synchronized motion to the external forcing shows the period doubling bifurcation at the frequency 16 Hz, as shown in Fig. 6 . Through the critical amplitude, there coexist two stable periodic orbits and an unstable periodic one around each potential well. However, no stable period-1 orbits can be found, except for a large stable period-1 orbit. If the state becomes a period-1 stable vibration under the delayed feedback control and the control input is negligible, the stabilized vibration must be an unstable periodic one coexisting with the period-2 stable state. Figure 6 shows the effectiveness of the delayed feedback control to the unstable period-1 vibration at the forcing amplitude 0.555 V. When the feedback gain is set at −0.31, the stabilization of the unstable period-1 vibration was completely established. In the figure the control input does not show the complete decay. Until the input becomes negligible, we should wait for the disappearance of the transient state. However, it was experimentally confirmed during the interval from the control-on to off in Fig. 6 . When the control input is turned off, the stabilized period-1 vibration loses stability and the state reverts to the period-2 stable vibration. The result implies that the delayed feedback control method has the ability to stabilize the unstable periodic vibration which exists in the original system without any huge control input in order to restrict the nonlinearity of the system.
Delayed feedback controlled chaotic motion
As shown in our former papers [Hikihara & Kawagoshi, 1996; Kawagoshi & Hikihara, 1994] , the delayed feedback control can stabilize unstable periodic orbits embedded in the magneto-elastic chaos. In this paper we are going to show the experimental results from different standpoints. The frequency of excitation is fixed at 16 Hz, the amplitude 0.546 V and the feedback gain at −0.244. In Fig. 7 , the vibration was stabilized around the left magnet [ Fig. 7(a) ] or around the right magnet [ Fig. 7(b) ], depending on the onset timing of the control. The results definitely show the stabilization of the chaotic motion to the periodic state. However, we cannot expect the result of the control until the state converges. Although we wished to stabilize an unstable period-1 motion embedded in the chaotic attractor, the control did not achieve the stable period-1 vibration in Fig. 7(b) . As a result, the control input does not disappear even after the transient state. This implies that the stabilized period-2 orbit is not the unstable periodic one embedded in the original chaotic state. It must be a new periodic orbit in the system with a period-2 forced excitation by feedback. On the other hand, the control input in Fig. 7(a) was confirmed to be negligible after the transient. The unstable periodic orbit in Fig. 6 still remains in the chaotic attractor. The stabilized period-1 orbit in Fig. 7 (a) must be the same one. However, it is apparent that the position in Fig. 7(a) does not coincide with that in Fig. 6 . These results raise the following problems:
(i) how to target one of the unstable periodic orbits embedded in the chaotic attractor and (ii) how to stabilize the unstable periodic orbit in the original chaotic system.
Onset window of delayed feedback control
The chaotic orbit wanders around the unstable periodic orbits embedded in the attractor. However, once the trajectory comes close to an unstable periodic orbit, it stays around the orbit for a while. Therefore, if we can turn on the control at the instant when the trajectory approaches the unstable periodic orbit, the convergence to the desired unstable periodic orbit is possible. In this paper, we introduce an "onset window" to decide the instant for turning on the control. We will set the window on the Poincaré section. When a trajectory passes through the window twice sequentially on the Poincaré section after the request of the control, the delayed feedback control is turned on (see Fig. 8 ). If the control is turned on when the trajectory comes close to the desired unstable periodic orbit, the stabilization of the orbit can be expected. We are going to estimate the trajectory only on the Poincaré section, because the trajectory has a high possibility of existing aside from the desired orbit through the period, when two Poincaré points are close to the maps of the unstable periodic orbit. Figure 9 shows the result of stabilization under the control with the onset window. In the experiment the setting condition and the control parameters are kept as given in Fig. 7 . The control is not triggered until the Poincaré point sequentially comes inside the window on the Poincaré section. Therefore the start of control depends on the state after the request of control. Every trial of the control could achieve the stabilization of the unstable periodic orbit embedded in the chaotic attractor. And the converged Poincaré point successfully exists inside the onset window. Figure 9 shows the complete stabilization of the chaotic motion into both potential wells. However, the stabilized periodic orbit around the right side magnet shows the stable period-2 motion. In this case the control signal remains even after the stabilization. This implies that the stabilized orbit is not the unstable periodic one in the original chaotic system, but the induced one by the control.
Dependence of stabilization on control parameters
In the former section, we have shown the convergence to the period-2 orbit by the delayed control to an unstable period-1 orbit. As mentioned above, the periodic orbit is not the unstable one embedded in the chaotic attractor, because the control signal remained after the stabilization. Here we are going to examine the dependence of stabilization on the control parameters, which are the feedback gain K and the delayed time τ . At first, keeping the delayed time at the period of excitation, the feedback gain was swept. The one-parameter bifurcation diagram depending on the feedback gain is shown in Fig. 10 . Figures 10(a) and 10(b) correspond to the bifurcation at the monotonous increase and decrease of the feedback gain K, respectively. In both cases, the perfect stabilization of the unstable period-1 orbit embedded in the chaotic attractor is restricted in the limited interval of the feedback gain. In the low gain region, the chaotic motion could not be stabilized. The stabilization can be achieved by relatively high gain control. However, the state became unstable in the higher gain region. The bifurcation has the hysteretic characteristics depending on the increase and the decrease of the feedback gain. The result implies that there is a limitation in the delayed feedback control of chaotic motion.
On the other hand, the control method depends heavily on the delayed time. Therefore, the stability of the control should be considered on the parameter plain (τ , K). As the magneto-elastic beam system is a nonautonomous system, we can regard the period T of the excitation force as a standard of delay. Here we examine convergence of the chaotic motion at the arbitrary delay from 0.75T to 2.25T in the experiment. Figure 11 shows the phase diagram on the parameter plain (τ, K). The figure was obtained at the exciting frequency 15 Hz and at amplitude 0.577 V. Here, nT denotes the period-n stable motion. The controlling chaos is achieved only on the solid lines at τ = 1.0T and 2.0T , where the lines exist in the region 1T and 2T , respectively. Except in the intervals on the lines, the control input remains and the system behavior is induced by the delayed excitation to the original chaotic system. In other words, the region is embedded in the domain of stable periodic motion as for the chaotic system with the ordinary delayed feedback control. Therefore the controlling chaos by the delayed feedback control can be considered as the degenerated phenomena in the nonautonomous system with time delayed signal.
Concluding Remarks
In this paper the stabilization of magneto-elastic chaos by delayed feedback control was discussed experimentally. Of course, it is only an application of the delayed feedback control as a controlling chaos. However, we show that the onset window of the delayed feedback control has a possibility of targeting the desired unstable periodic orbit whose map is in the window on the Poincaré section.
On the other hand, the experimental results show the limitation of the feedback gain for stabilizing an unstable periodic orbit. It is clarified that low gain cannot stabilize the system and that the high gain feedback control also makes the system unstable. Moreover, we found that the bifurcation to the feedback gain shows the hysteretic characteristics.
The states of the chaotic system with time delay control input are classified on the gain-time delay parameter plane. The controlling chaos by the delayed feedback control method appears as a degenerated phase in the nonautonomous system with time delay control input. The controlling chaos by the time delay control should be designed in relation to the bifurcation on the parameter plane. It also shows the possibility of auto-tuning the control parameters by using self synchronizing phenomenon.
